Aquarian-Age Healing relates to everything in the Universe. It is the study of distortion, its cause, its effects and the means for its correction, and is the first and only correct use of Newton's law of gravity as the only possible and successful solution to all or any of these problems.

Bio-Mechanics and Bio-Engineering are its already published reductions of principle to accurate statement and technic.

The two phases of Aquarian-Age Healing, in four technics, through their mathematical accuracy assure immediate improvement in every painful or diseased condition of the human body upon correct application of any of its technics. Further, it provides a method for the ultimate correction of pain and disease so vastly superior to any past or other still practices method that it opens an entirely new health horizon.
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Figures Don't Lie

Figures don't lie. $2+2=4$. Anyone can prove it. What figures really tell is always the exact truth, and this is the real virtue of mathematics.

That is the reason why, when your figure is all distorted, as evidenced by low shoulder, low hip, protruding abdomen, sway back, sunken chest, uneven gait, crooked arms, legs, fingers, toes and feet, etc., it is telling the world for all to see, that "you are all out of shape," and the visible evidences merely corroborate the mathematical and mechanical imperfection.

How's Your Figure?

This becomes a very important question, since after more then 24 years intensive research here and abroad for a perfect human body, none has been found that approaches the ideal. Every departure from normal means a corresponding loss of comfort, ability, endurance, beauty, power to work, to enjoy life, immunity to disease, and if anything requires any extra effort, you at once are subject to PAIN at the weak spot, wherever it happens to be--always in danger, always losing power and sometimes subject even to acute disease. Figures don't lie. Not even yours.

You and everyone else, are suffering with disease. THERE IS NO COMPLETELY WELL PERSON IN THE WORLD. The underlying cause for this is the same as that which underlines all disease, and this being hitherto unknown no previous method could or did cure anything. Because not rightly designed to correct cause but to alleviate effect. Any good results were such due to the accidental affecting of cause and therefore could not be repaired at will. There have been a number of methods which worked well or better than some others, and there have been some diseases which have shown some response to certain methods of handling. There has been, beyond any question, a vast amount of suffering avoided or lessened by such methods. BUT THERE HAS NEVER BEFORE IN HISTORY BEEN AN DEFINITE MEANS OF CORRECTING THE UNDERLYING CAUSE OF THESE which is STRAIN, which causes and is seen as distortion.

Had they known this LAW and its application, then just as in mathematics all their results would have been uniform.

The truth is that the distortion of the body, like most other things which are entirely obvious, apparent all around us was the last thing to be seen, and even when seen was regarded as merely a "characteristic" of the person. We even now describe a certain person as "straight" or "stooped" or "round-shouldered" or with a "limp," crippled in this or that way, etc. It was never thought, before the discoveries that have been organized as Aquarian-Age Healing, that these indications are the VISIBLE EVIDENCES OF DISEASE, and that by their character, degree and persistence, etc, they ACTUALLY MEASURE THE DISEASE PRESENT AT THE MOMENT IN THE BODY THAT CONTAINS THEM. How's your figure? We might suggest a look in the mirror while standing nude before it. All these figures show types of distortion:

Distortion Measures Disease

These supposed to be characteristics really are all "distortions" and they have the same effect in your body as equivalent distortions would have in any table, bed or automobile, viz: they destroy the pwer of doing work, and maintaining function, exactly proportional to the distortion.

To be "alive" is to be able to function.
To be "all out of shape"-distorted- is to lose function -i.e., to become -discused

One would not expect a table, or bed, or bridge, et an automobile that was all twisted out of shape to be able to work properly, or to give an satisfactory service of any sort. It is just as unreasonable to expect a human body that is all out of shape to deliver any satisfactory service, and for the same reasons, for they are all overned by the same laws of mechanics, physics, etc., and that which destroys the carrying power of one, likewise destroys it in the other. This statement, in its application to the healing of disease and the control of of pain, is entirely true. it is readily demonstrableby the age-ol facts that form the structure of every science. It is so true that WE CAN PROVE IT BY DEMONSTRA-
TION EVERY TIME THERE IS ANY APPLICATION OF THE PRINCIPLE. The proof is felt by the patient as improvement and is always had in the space of a few minutes, regardless if the disease, because correction of basic cause is out principle and whole procedure.
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This complete and self-contained system REGARDS ALL THESE DISTORTIONS AND CORRESPONDING EFFICIENCY LOSSES - "DISEASES" - from the same identical point of view that a construction engineer would adopt in regarding a distorted bridge or automobile, that is, from the standpoint of correction as opposed to palliation. We undertake the correction of the distortion by the same rules and using the same principles that are used by the construction engineer. We utilize a technic for the job that is exactly suited for correcting the distortion. that is why the man who is able to approach perfection in this respect will be known as a "Bio-Engineer," and also the reason why the advanced work in Aquarian-Age Healing is now known as Bio-Engineering.

But -even the average layman can be taught BIO-MECHANICS, without any of this technical knowledge at all, exactly as the automobile mechanic can be taught his trade, and each can, by following the rules laid down, and the gauges furnished by the Engineering Department, align the body of the wheels of your automobile, even if the materials if the structure have been badly damaged is some sort of accident, or by repeated injuries. And once done, the alignment is as perfect as if done by the Mechanic as though it had been done by the Engineer in person who designed the structure in the first place. It is this exact training that you receive in class instruction; and in direct proportion as you acquire this, the ability to correct the disease and the pain that evidences the damage is attained. There is in this training nothing of the difficult subjects that only the Engineer needs. you are taught the simple facts and the rules that are essential to the Mechanic.

That is why ANYONE AT ALL CAN LEARN TO DO THIS. Having learned it, you are able to restore the sick and painful human body to health; certainly, surely, progressively, and intelligently. You will be able, with the touch of your finger, used as a mechanical lever, activating the muscular system, to cause a definite movement of the center of gravity of the body to or towards normal position from which it has moved to distortion. This procedure stops all the serious troubles from progressing any further. Thus you will avoid all operations, and get well and gradually restore your body to maximum power necessary to full usefulness. You will be able to do these things regardless of the fact that they have been impossible heretofore, even by specialists.

Just think for a moment. How often have you had a so called specialist examine you? What was the result after the examination? Were you then cured of the trouble which sent you to the specialist or were you just given palliative relief or were you subjected to an operation? Even after the operation, did it remove the cause of your trouble? Remember, that Aquarian-Age Healing does remove distortion and without heavy impact thrusts or the use of machinery

You Should Know This:

"Figures Don't Lie," but it is essential to know what they are telling and then to know how and what to do about it. As you have doubtless already determined, the advantages accruing to you as one who knows the principle and technic of the Bio-Mechanic, are many, one of which alone should be sufficient for anyone, viz.: the ability to do for those near and dear to you exactly what needs to be done and what must be done to restore them to health with its ability to enjoy and accomplish, and at the same time, eliminate the unnecessary drain of doctor and hospital bills, which are the inevitable experience of the average home.

It will also help your doctor in helping you, and more important still -will be a lifesaver in your hands when no doctor is available. This is especially important in these war days when most doctors are loaded to capacity.

When Aquarian-Age Healing is known and used in the homes by the laymen themselves, then the term "Public Health" will take on a new significance and really begin to be something tangible and valuable.

the training and necessary teaching is done be and though this Institute. The instruction is made pleasant and interesting to a high degree, as well as informative, so that our students really enjoy the learning as well as the later application of this work.

Instruction in Bio-Mechanics only does not qualify any person for professional practice. None but graduate doctors are admitted to classes in Bio-Engineering.

No one is authorized to teach this work unless a written authorization for a limited period of time, bearing the signature of Dr. John L. Hurley, is exposed on the wall of the room where the teaching is being done.

Classes are taught any place in the U.S., where sufficient numbers of students can be organized for such teaching. Present tuition -$100.00 per person. Man and wife, or two members of the immediate family - one and a half tuitions if in the same class at the same time. Minimum number for class - 12; maximum number 16. For further information, or if desiring to organize a class, ask the doctor whose name appears on the back of this pamphlet, or write the
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